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Why could you 
use Tina adapter 
units?

- To adapt safety components to a dynamic 
single-channel circuit according to safety 
category 4!

Tina units allow safety components with mechanical contacts, 
such as E-stops, switches and light beams/curtains with dual 
outputs to be connected into Vital or Pluto dynamic safety 
circuits. This enables safety category 4 to be achieved (in 
accordance with EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1) for the con-
nected safety components together with the Vital/Pluto 
control unit. Note. Jokab Safety’s Eden and Spot components 
can be directly connected to the Pluto/Vital dynamic circuit 
without using a Tina adapter unit.

-  For bypassing of safety components in a 
dynamic circuit!
The Tina 5A bypass unit is used for bypassing of safety com-
ponents in a dynamic circuit and provides the possibility for 
supervision of bypass lamp indication. During bypassing of 

safety devices e.g. a light grid or an interlocked gate switch/
sensor, it must only be possible to allow the bypass function if 
a lamp indication is given. The lamp indication must therefore 
be supervised. With this system it is possible to bypass one 
or more safety components at the same time.

- As a connection block for simplifi ed con-
nection to a dynamic circuit!
The Tina 4A/8A connection blocks are available with 4 or 8 
M12 connections. They are used to enable several safety 
components having M12 connection terminated cables to 
be connected together. The blocks are connected with a 
suitable multi-core cable, that contains status information 
from each safety component, to the control cabinet. This 
enables simplifi ed wiring. The connection block contains 
electronic circuits which modify the coded dynamic signal 
in the safety circuit. Note Several connection blocks can be 
connected to one Vital/Pluto. Using Tina 4A/8A connection 
blocks eliminates connection faults and can signifi cantly 
reduce system cable costs.

Approvals:

Application:

Adaption of many different types 
of safety devices to the Vital/Pluto 
safety circuit

Max 30 Tina-units in series. 

Individual indication for every 
connected safety mat, strip 

or bumper.

Simple connection arrangementsBypassing & lamp supervision

Vital/Pluto safety circuit, 
category 4, using Tina adapter units
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- why should I choose Tina?
• Safety circuit, category 4, EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1
• Individual status indication of every connected unit in  
 the safety circuit

is available in several versions

Tina 4A, Tina 8A, Tina 11A and Tina 12A are used as ter-
minal blocks and simplify connection to a Vital safety circuit. 
Each safety component is connected to the terminal block 
via an M12 connection. A terminal block is connected to the 
apparatus enclosure by means of a cable that also contains 
status information from each safety component that is con-
nected to Tina 4A/Tina 8A and summed information from Tina 
11A/Tina 12A. There is also a Tina 8B Profi bus whereby the 
information signals go to a Profi bus connector. Tina 1A must 

Tina 6A is used to connect door sensitive edges and 
safety mats, and provides an indication for each unit (Tina 
7A may also be used). If a Tina 6A is connected close 
to the edge or mat, the risk of electrical interference is 
reduced.

Tina 5A  is used as a bypass for safety components in a 
Vital safety circuit and for monitoring lamp indications in the 
case of a bypass.

Tina 2A/B, Tina 3A and Tina 7A are used to connect safety 
components with mechanical contacts, such as emergency 
stops, switches and light curtains/light beams with relay 
outputs. NOTE! In order to maintain safety category 4 and 
to reduce the risk of electrical interference, Tina 2 A, 3A and 
7A units must be installed within the same physical encap-
sulation as the safety component that is to be monitored, 
and this is to be connected to the Tina unit with as short a 
cable as possible.
Tina 10A/B/C units are used for connection of Focus light 
beams/curtains to Vital or Pluto. Tina 10B has an extra M12 
connector that enables reset, a reset lamp and switching of 
the Focus supply voltage. The Tina 10C has an additional 
M12 connector that permits a Focus transmitter to receive 
power.

Tina is available in several versions depending on the type of safety component that is connected to the Vital or Pluto 
circuit. Also available is a bypassing unit, three connector blocks with 2, 4 or 8 M12 connectors, and a blind plug for 
un-used connections. As an accessory there is a Y-connector for series or parallel connection and even for connection 
of light beams with separate transmitter and receiver.
 All Tina-units are designed to decode the dynamic signal in the safety circuit of Vital/Pluto.

• Supervision of lamp indicating bypassing of safety 
 device
• Quick release M12 connector

Tina
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Tina 4A

Tina 4A and Tina 8A

Tina 4A and Tina 8A are connection blocks equipped 
with electronic circuits which modify the coded dynamic 
signal in the Vital/Pluto safety circuit.

The cable between Vital and Tina 4A/ 8A 
has conductors for:
• power supply (24 VDC)
• coded dynamic signal output/input
• Information signals from each sensor    
 connected to the block.

Connection examples of sensors to  Tina 8A

Each M12 connector on Tina 4A /8A contains:
• power supply (24 VDC)
• short circuit supervised input and output which require  
 connections of Eden, Tina or Spot T/R.
• output information from sensor

Notice: Several Tina 4A and Tina 8A units can be con-
nected to Vital/Pluto. Suitable cables, with 0.75 mm2 feed 
conductor and 0.5 mm2 information conductor, are C9  for 
the Tina 4A and C13 for Tina 8A.

Safety module, 
Vital

Safety-PLC,
Pluto
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Description of the image on the previous page

Connection 1
One Eden is connected directly to the Tina 8A. The Eden 
status is shown by an LED on the Adam sensor. A status 
information signal is also connected to Tina 8A.

Connection 2 
One Focus safety light grid  is connected to the Tina 8A 
via a Tina 10A.  The output from the Tina 10A is via a M12 
connector. The connection between Tina 10A and Tina 
8A is achieved using a cable with M12 connectors on 
each end.
 The Tina 10A has  two LED’s  which show the status of 
the light grid. The same status information signal is con-
nected to the Tina 8A. Tina10A and the Focus transmitter 
are connected, via an M12-3B, to Tina8A.

Connection 3 
A Spot 10  light beam is connected directly to Tina 8A. A 
’Y’ connector M12-3B for M12 plugs is connected to the 
transmitter and the receiver. The status information shown 
on the Spot LED is also connected to Tina 8A.

Connection 4  
A safety mat (same for safety strip and safety bumper) is 
connected via a Tina 6 A to the Tina 8A. Two  LEDs in Tina 
6A shows the status of the mat. The same status informa-
tion signal is connected to Tina 8A. 

Connection 5 
One Smile is connected to the Tina 8A. The information 
shown by an LED on the Smile is also connected to the 
terminal block on the Tina 8A.

Connection 6 
A safety interlock switch is connected via a Tina 3A mounted 
directly on the switch. The output from the Tina 3A  is via a 
M12 connector. The connection between the Tina 3A and 
the Tina 8A is therefore simply made with a cable with M12 
connectors on each end. On the Tina 3A there is a LED 
which shows the status of the switch. The same information 
signal is connected to the Tina 8A.

Connection 7 
A Spot 35, transmitter and receiver are connected directly 
to to the Tina 8A  via a M12-3B ’Y’ connector. The status 
information  shown by the LED on the Spot is also connected 
to the Tina 8A.

Connection 8 
Tina 1A is a plug which has to be connected to Tina 8A  
inputs when no sensor is required,  in order to complete the 
safety connection circuit. 

Note: All input connectors on the Tina 8A must be connected 
to sensors or have Tina 1A plugs fitted.

HH3301D Connection example – Vital 1 and Tina 8A with different safety device types
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Connection of Tina 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 6A, 7A and 8A

Σ info

Σ info

M20

* 

* 

  See connection example HH3302B.

See connection example HA3303A.

See connection example HA3304A.

See connection example HH3300A.

See connection example HH3300D.

See connection example HH3302D.

* In order to achieve category 4 according to EN 954-1/EN ISO 
13849-1 the connection to the safety device must be made inside 
an enclosure, i.e. safety switch, E-stop...

See connection example HA3307A.
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Technical data – Tina
Manufacturer JOKAB SAFETY AB, Sweden

Article number/Ordering data: 20-054-00 Tina 1A
20-054-01 Tina 2A
20-054-11 Tina 2B
20-054-02 Tina 3A
20-054-14 Tina 3Aps
20-054-03 Tina 4A
20-054-04 Tina 5A
20-054-06 Tina 6A
20-054-07 Tina 7A
20-054-05 Tina 8A
20-054-10 Tina 8B ProfiBus
20-054-12 Tina 10A
20-054-13 Tina 10B
20-054-15 Tina 10C
20-054-16 Tina 11A
20-054-17 Tina 12A

Technical data – Tina 1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, 4A, 6A, 7A, 8A and 11A

Safety category with Vital or Pluto 
(according to EN 954-1/EN ISO 
13849-1) 4

Färg svart

LED on Tina 1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, 6A, 
7A and 11A
Green:
Flashing: 

Red:

protection OK, safety circuit intact
protection OK, safety circuit was 
interrupted earlier
protection open, safety circuit 
interrupted (continuous red lamp 
not used in Tina 1A, 2A or 11A) 
(diodes on Tina 11A flash when 
the connected unit opens)

Current consumption
Tina 1A, 2A, 2B and 11A
Tina 3A, 6A and 7A
Tina 4A
Tina 8A

17 mA
47 mA
10 mA
15 mA

Tina 3A, 6A och 7A
Current through safety device 
contacts
Short circuit current between 
contacts

12 mA 

10 mA

Temperature range
stock
operating

-30°C to + 70°C
-10°C to + 55°C

Material based on polyamid

Max connected units/cable 
length see data for Vital

Protection class IP 67 (Tina7A IP 20)

Connections for 1A, 2A, 2B, 3A, 
4A, 6A, 7A, 8A and 11A

brown (1)

white (2)
blue (3)
black (4)
grey (5)

24VDC +15%,-25%
24VDC +15%,-15% (Tina 4A,8A, 11A)
dynamic input signal
0 VDC
dynamic output signal
indication output

24 VDC when LED is Green or Flashing 
(tolerance -2 VDC), 10mA max

 0 VDC when LED is Red (tolerance +2 VDC) 

Connection block 5 - 8, 13 Tina 4A status for connected unit 
according to connection 5 
Connection block 5 - 12 Tina 8A see above 5 - 8 TINA 4A

Note. Shielded cable is recommended between cabinet and Tina 
4A/8A. Shield to be connected to ground in cabinet only.

Tina 11A

See the connection examples HB0003A, 5A.
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Function

The Tina 5A is designed for bypassing of safety de-
vices connected to the Vital/Pluto safety circuit and 
for supervision of lamp indication.
 During bypassing of safety devices e.g. a light grid or an 
interlocked gate, it must only be possible to allow the bypass 
function if a lamp indication is on. The lamp indication must 
therefore be supervised. Whether indication is required de-
pends on the specifi c situation and result of risk analysis.
 When the Tina 5A receives a coded dynamic signal to S1 
and the bypass indication lamp is on (connected across L1-
L2), a bypassing output signal is provided on S2 and S3. A 
broken or short circuit in the indication lamp leads to an inter-
ruption of the bypass output signal on S2 and S3, therefore 
stopping the bypassing. 
 The dynamic signal to S1 on Tina 5A must be the input 
signal from the fi rst of the safety devices intended to bypass. 
The signal can be connected via output contacts from a 
safety relay, a safety timer or be initiated via a unit providing 
the dynamic coded signal as for example an Eden sensor or 
a Spot light beam.

The dynamic coded output signal from S2 or S3 is to be 
connected to the output signal from the last safety device  
which is to be bypassed. 

S2 is used if:
• an odd number of dynamic safety units is to be bypassed 

using an odd number of dynamic safety units.  See draw-
ing HE3824C

• an even number of dynamic safety units is to be bypassed 
using an even number of dynamic safety units. See draw-
ing HE3824F

S3 is used if:
• an odd number of dynamic safety units is to be bypassed 

using an even number of dynamic safety units. See draw-
ing HE3824D

• an even number of dynamic safety units is to be bypassed 
using an odd number of dynamic safety units. See draw-
ing HE3824E

The total number of dynamic safety units is calculated by 
adding the number of Eden, Spot and Tina units connected 
in the Vital circuit. See the connection examples HE3824C, 
D, E, F or G.

Technical data Tina 5A
Manufacturer JOKAB SAFETY AB, Sweden

Article number/Ordering data: 20-054-04 Tina 5A

Safety category together with 
Vital/Pluto, EN 954-1/
EN ISO 13849-1 4

Colour Black and beige

Weight 135 g 

Bypass connection Tina 5A can bypass
max 30 Eden/Tina-units or 6 
Spot T/R.

Connections
A1-A2 Supply
S1 Input dynamic signal
S2 Output dynamic signal 
modifi ed
S3 Output dynamic signal 
modifi ed twice
L1-L2 Bypass indication lamp
(or resistor when lamp is not 
required 820 ohm/2W.
The Tina 5A is supplied with the 
resistor connected across termi-
nals L1,L2. This resistor must be 
taken away and replaced with a 
suitable rated lamp when by-
pass indication is required).
Y14 Information output bypass on

24 VDC +/- 10%
10 mA

20 mA max

20 mA max
min 1W, max 5 W

10 mA max

LED indication
Signal:
On:
Mute:

Dynamic input S1 ok
Supply voltage ok
Dynamic output on S2, S3 
and 24 VDC to L1 - L2 ok

Current consumption A1-A2
No bypass
During bypass using 5 W
indication lamp

10 mA

240 mA

Mounting 35 mm DIN rail

Operating temperature range -10°C to + 55°C

Protection class
Enclosure
Connection blocks

IP40
IP20

Bypassing of Eden and Tina units.
If one or more Eden or Tina units are bypassed by a 
Tina 5A, a diode, such as a 1N4007 must be inser-
ted with forward current out from pin 4 of the last 
bypassed unit. If one or more Eden or Tina units are 
bypassed by one or more Eden or Tina units direct 
to each other, a diode, such as a 1N4007 must be 
inserted by the last unit in both loops with forward 
current out from pin 4. Refer to example HD3801A.
In the case of bypassing of a Tina 10A, B or C or of 
more than one unit towards each other, it is recom-
mended that a Tina 5A or M12-3M is used. See the 
examples HE3824C, D, E, F or G.
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Technical data for Tina 10A, 10B and 10C
Manufacturer JOKAB SAFETY AB, Sweden

Article number/ 
ordering data:

20-054-12 Tina 10A
20-054-13 Tina 10B
20-054-16 Tina 10C

Colour black

Safety category with Vital 1 or 
Pluto in accordance with 
EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1 4 

Operating voltage
Tina 10A/B/C: 24VDC +/-20%

LED on Tina 10A/B/C
Green:
Flashing:
Red:

Focus OK, safety circuit closed
Focus OK, safety circuit open
Focus open, safety circuit open

Current consumption

Tina 10A/B/C: 60mA

Ambient temperature
Storage:
Operation:

- 10˚ C to + 55° C
- 10˚ C to + 55° C

Material polyamide-based

Enclosure classifi cation IP 67

Number of units  connected 
to Vital
Max. number of Tina 10A:
Max. number of Tina 10B/C:

6 off
4 off when Focus is supplied via 
Vital and a reset lamp is used
6 off when Focus is supplied 
with power separately or no 
reset lamp is used

Number of units connected to 
one Pluto input
Max. number of Tina 10A/B/C: 2 off

Connections
Tina 10A

Tina 10B

Tina 10C

1:  to Vital or Pluto 
2:  to Focus receiver
1:  to Vital or Pluto
2:  to Focus receiver
3:  to Reset unit
1:  to Vital or Pluto
2:  to Focus receiver
3:  to Focus transmitter

Tina 10A, 10B and 10C

Tina 10 A/B/C are three connection units with M12 
connections, that make it easy to connect a light 
curtain or light beam Focus with OSSD outputs to 
the dynamic safety circuits of Vital and Pluto. This also 
enables complete external interconnections, with M12 
cabling, which reduces the cabling to and connec-
tions in the apparatus enclosure. Tina 10 A/B/C has 
LEDs for function indication, with green, red or fl ash-
ing green/red indications.

Tina 10A: has two M12 connections that are con-
nected to 1: Vital/Pluto and 2: a light curtain/light 
beam Focus receiver. See the connection examples 
HH3300F, HR7000L-01.

Tina 10B: has three M12 connections that are con-
nected to 1: Vital/Pluto and 2: a light curtain/light 
beam Focus receiver, and 3: An external reset button 
and muting lamp, such as unit FMI-1C.
See the connection examples HR7000L-01.

Tina 10C: has three M12 connections that are con-
nected to 1: Vital/Pluto and 2: a light curtain/light 
beam Focus receiver, and 3: a light curtain/light beam 
Focus Transmitter. See the connection examples 
HH3302D, HR7000L-01.

Tina 10A, 10B and 10C connections

Tina 10B Tina 10CTina 10A 
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Technical data for Tina 12A
Manufacturer JOKAB SAFETY AB, Sweden

Article number/ 
ordering data:

20-054-18 Tina 12A

Colour black

Safety category with Vital 1 or 
Pluto in accordance with 
EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1 4 

Operating voltage 24VDC +/-20%

LED on Tina 12A
Green:

Flashing:

Red:

Safety circuit closed and sensor 
OK
Safety circuit or sensor open

Not used

Current consumption 60mA

Material polyamide-based

Enclosure classifi cation IP 67

Number of units  connected 
to Vital
Max. number of Tina 12A:

10 off

Number of units connected to 
one Pluto input
Max. number of Tina 12A: 3 off

Connections 1
white (1)
brown (2)

green (3)
yellow (4)
gray (5)

pink (6)

blue (7)
red (8)

Function
Dynamic input signal to Eden 1
Power supply voltage +24V DC 
for Dalton and Eden
Locking signal to Dalton
Not used
Information output Eden 1 & 
Eden 2 = OK
Dynamic output signal from 
Eden 2
0V DC
Information output Dalton 1 & 
Dalton 2 = locked

Tina 12A

Tina 12A is a junction block with an M12 connector. 
It enables quick and easy connection of two Dalton 
process locks or Magne 2A, with integrated Eden 
sensors via a cable to a Pluto safety PLC or a Vital 
safety circuit. The Tina 12A has LED indication and 
an information output to report the status of the 
safety sensors.      
 
The Tina 12A has three 8-pole M12 connectors that 
are connected to 
1: Pluto/Vital, information for the sensor and lock and 
a lock signal
2: Dalton with Eden no. 1
3: Dalton with Eden no. 2 

Cabling

Many of Jokab Safety's products are connected using standard M12 
connectors. This facilitates installation, saving a lot of time, and also 
dramatically reduces the risk of incorrect connection.
 We have therefore developed cables with 5 conductors, 5 x 0.34mm 
+ screening or 8 conductors; 8 x 0.34 mm + screening which offer the 
advantages that we believe a good cable should have. These are avail-
able in any length and in various standard lengths, with moulded straight 
or angled male or female connectors. Particularly suitable cables for the 
Tina 4A and Tina 8A units are C9 and C13. They have thicker, 0.75 mm2 
conductors for the feed line and 0.5 mm2 for the other conductors + 
screening. Refer to the component list for the variants that are available.

Advantages:

Area 0.34 mm2  

Always screened cable

The screen is always connected 
to negative in male connectors.

The guide pin in the small 
connector is indicated by a 
recessed arrow that is easy to 
recognise.

Convenient cable in PVC

The cable is also available in 
any length

➋ ➌

➊
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Example of safety component connections based on ’Y’ branch

’Y’ branch with M12 connection and M12-connection device with screw connectors

Female Male

Female Female

MaleMale Female

Female

Male

Female Female

Male Female

Female Female Female

Male

Female Male Female Male

See the connection 
examples HA3306C, D.
HH3300A, D, E. 

See the connection 
examples HA3306C, D.
HH3300D, F. HH3302D

See the connection 
examples HB0008A,
HR7000D, L.

See the connection 
examples HB0001A, 
2A, 4A and 6A.

See the connection 
examples HH3300D.
HH3301E.
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One Vital supervises the entire robot cell!

The cell has dynamic protection connected to 
a Vital, with the following functions:

• Two charging stations
At each charging station a light curtain checks for 
anyone putting their hand into a risk area, and an 
Eden sensor checks whether a robot is inside the 
same risk area. This means that a stop is only or-
dered if a robot and a person are in the same area. 
When the station is clear, the person presses the 
reset button connected to the light curtain.

• Fence with Eden-interlocked door
If the door is opened, the robot stops. To reset 
the robot system, the door must be closed and a 
supervisory reset button operated.

• Three emergency stops with Tina units
If any of the emergency stop buttons is pressed, 
the robot performs an immediate emergency stop. 

Connection example for the protection solution above

Door
Dynamic safety circuit in accordance with 
category 4 EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1

Reset
Light curtain

Reset
Light curtain

Reset Door/
Emergency stop
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Pluto Vital

Approvals:

Tina Duo 1/2

Remote sensor expansion unit 
with reset capability for Vital/Pluto

The Tina Duo unit can expand the number of sensors in a Vital/Pluto 
system. It creates a further dynamic circuit in which up to 30 active 
sensors, standard sensors with Tina or 10 off Tina Duos can be 
connected. It also permits resetting of the new sensors. The Tina Duo 
splits the signal into two circuits (A and B). Circuit B is the expanded 
circuit where external reset is possible, (circuit A is reset by the Vital/
Pluto). The Tina Duo is equivalent in terms of timing to 3 (three) Eden or 
Tina units in circuit A. 
   Two jumpers are located under the bottom cover. They defi ne Manual/
Auto-Reset and Even/Odd number of sensors between B1-B2. 
   The Tina Duo contains a 'slimmed down' version of Vital that monitors 
circuit B. Therefore it is possible to connect as many sensors to circuit 
B as for a “regular” Vital. It is however important to note that when a 
sensor is opened in circuit B the fall-time of the main unit (Pluto/Vital) is 
increased by 30 ms. For each additional Tina Duo that is connected, it is 
possible to select local resetting with indication, or automatic resetting.
   
The system can have 'an infi nite' number of sensors connected to one 
main Vital unit.

Features:

Safety unit for:

Expansion unit for increas-
ing  the number of sensors 
in a Vital or Pluto circuit with 
automatic or manual local 
reset.

Local reset:
    Tina Duo 1: 
         External with FMI-1E.
    Tina Duo 2:
         Integral push button.

Easy connection with
M12 connectors.

LED indication for:
     Even / Odd numbers
     of sensors.

     Manual/Automatic reset.

     Information output.

Reset

supervise
door
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Technical data Tina Duo 1/2
Manufacturer JOKAB SAFETY AB, Sweden

Ordering data: 20-052-30 Tina Duo1
(with M12 connector for reset 
button)
20-052-35 Tina Duo2 (with 
integral reset button)

Safety category with Vital 1 or 
Pluto in accordance with 
EN 954-1/EN ISO 13849-1 4

Colour: Yellow profi le with black front 
and end covers

Weight: 450 g

Power supply: 24 V DC +/- 10%, 10% ripple

Consumption: 2,5 W

Response time: Add 30 ms for each circuit

Connectors: M12 male and female

LED's: Info, Auto/Manual Reset, 
Even/Odd

Jumpers behind
bottom cover:

Manual / Automatic Reset
Even / Odd numbers of sensors

Dimensions: 183x35x45 mm 

Connection diagram 

Brown White Blue Black Grey

Brown White Blue Black Grey

Brown White Blue Black Grey

Brown White Blue Black Grey

B1 OUT/IN
5 pole female M12 connector

A1 IN
5 pole male M12 connector

A2 OUT
5 pole female M12 connector

B2 IN
5 pole male M12 connector

Man./
Auto

Even/
Odd

Brown
White
Blue
Black
Grey
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Tina Duo with two separate local automatic reset circuits

Tina Duo 2 and Tina 4A with manual local reset
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Tina Duo with three circuits each with separate manual reset and with or 
without external power supply

HH3300F Vital 1 with Tina 8B Profibus and different types of safety devices
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